Linear congruential random number generators must have large moduli to attain maximum periods, but this creates integer overflow during calculations. Several methods have been suggested to remedy this problem while obtaining portability. Approximate factoring is the most common method in portable implementations, but there is no systematic technique for finding appropriate multipliers and an exhaustive search is prohibitively expensive. We offer a very efficient method for finding all portable multipliers of any given modulus value. Letting M = AB+C , the multiplier A gives a portable result if B−C is positive. If it is negative, the portable multiplier can be defined as A = ⌊M/B⌋. We also suggest a method for discovering the most fertile search region for spectral top-quality multipliers in a two-dimensional space. The method is extremely promising for best generator searches in very large moduli: 64-bit sizes and above. As an application to an important and challenging problem, we examined the prime modulus 2 63 − 25, suitable for 64-bit register size, and determined 12 high quality portable generators successfully passing stringent spectral and empirical tests.
Introduction
Random numbers are essential tools in many applications, such as simulation, education, cryptography, the arts, numerical analysis, computer programming, VLSI testing, recreation and sampling. Besides some physical and tabular sources, there are several deterministic computational techniques to produce random sequences of data, including congruential, shift register, lagged Fibonacci, inverse and cellular automata generators. Linear congruential generators have attracted the attention of many researchers because they are efficient, easy to implement and their theory is well documented.
Mixed linear congruential generators produce a sequence of integers {X i } defined by the recursion Mersenne prime is a popular modulus for multiplicative generators for 32-bit arithmetic. Since the product AX n can produce very large values, several methods have been suggested in the literature to prevent integer overflow. This study considers the portable implementation, relying on the so-called approximate factoring method by using the constants A, B and C , satisfying the expression M = AB + C such that B > C .
In the article, the term ''portable'' is used specifically to refer to approximately factorable generators.
In Section 2 we offer a systematic search method for efficiently determining all multipliers suitable for approximate factoring. Section 3 gives a fruitful search interval for the best-quality congruential generators with respect to a spectral test criterion. In Section 4, we present application examples. In Section 5, we apply the method to the modulus M = 2 63 − 25, suitable for 64-bit computers, and report 12 very good multipliers. In the last section, we summarize the results and suggest some future applications.
Implementations for portable generators
Consider the multiplicative congruential generator X n+1 = 48271X n (mod (2 31 − 1)). The calculations required by this generator may produce integers up to 1.473 × 2 46 and cause an integer overflow in 32-bit arithmetic. There are several studies proposing and reviewing techniques for the correct implementation of random number generators, such as [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . 
Portable implementation by approximate factoring
Among many implementation methods, approximate factoring has become highly popular for its effectiveness and simplicity. This method relies on the decomposition of the modulus M as
and C = M − AB, subject to the condition B > C , and with ⌊·⌋ denoting the floor function. It was first used by Wichmann and Hill [9] in an informal remark. Sezgin [7] and Park and Miller [10] independently proved the validity of the method. According to this implementation, the code X n+1 = AX n (mod M) can be written as:
For example, since 2147483647 = 48271 * 44488 + 3399, the
can be coded as:
We state the following theorem for the condition of portability: 
Theorem 1. For a modulus M, the multiplier A is portable if and only if
Therefore the C value will be
or 0 depending on the M being odd or even. We also see that
+ k is not portable for positive integers k. Because if k ≥ 1, we will get B = 1, and B > C implies C = 0. But this is not the case since we get
We note that we always have C = M(mod A) < A, but most of the time C > B. The portability condition is met by few multipliers. 
The X value will be
We can take the smallest possible integer X as
This can be simplified as: candidates. An inspection of the figure shows that 50% of the portables are below A = 50000. Only 10% of the portables are above A = 230000. The percentage of portable multipliers above A = 500000 is lower than 5%. In the light of the discussion above, an exhaustive search for large portable multipliers is impractical for two reasons:
1. These multipliers are very scarce and searching for them is a waste of time. 2. As will be seen in Section 3, the spectral quality of large portable multipliers is extremely poor.
Selecting good multipliers
After finding multipliers suitable for implementation by approximate factoring, the next step is to determine the full-period condition and the quality of these multipliers. Random number generators must be subjected to several theoretical and empirical tests before they can be used in serious applications. In this respect, the spectral test is a very reliable theoretical tool to distinguish between bad and good congruential generators. This test is explained in detail by Knuth [11] . Letting 0 < A < M and A be relatively prime to M, the test determines the values of
where s i are integers 0 ≤ s i < M and (s 1 , . . . , s t ) ̸ = (0, . . . , 0). 
For our portable multipliers, if A is small, the identity (5) can be defined as A − A = 0 (Mod M), implying s 1 = 1 and s 2 = −A. By (4) these values will produce the following minimum ν 2 value:
1/4 , from (6), the normalized spectral value for t = 2 will be: 
Some numerical examples
In Section 2, the distribution of B−C was described, and a graph was presented in Fig. 1 for a small modulus. Here, in Fig. 3 , we demonstrate the pattern of large multipliers for a larger modulus,
− 1, from A = 300000 to A = 310000. There are only 231 non-negative values (portable multipliers) in this range. The proportion of portables is 2.31%. As the multipliers increase, this proportion will fall sharply. We conducted a search for M = 2 31 − 1. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of S 2 values for portable multipliers 30000 < A < 68000. Actually, the graph starts as a straight line from A = 2 and continues near to √ M in this manner. In later parts, there is an interesting fractal structure and a steady decrease of the spectral value with increasing A. The remaining part is depicted in Fig. 6 until A = 2000000 exhibiting the sharp decline in the spectral value.
An example for a larger modulus is depicted in Fig. 7 : M = 4503599090499601 in a narrow interval near the square root for S 2 > 0.91 values. Results agree with our remark in Section 3. The search gave the spectral maximum A as 72179138, which is also 1.076 √ M. As proven in [12, 14] , the squared figure of merit defined in (4), ν t 2 , changes as a polynomial of degree 2(t − 1) and this causes very chaotic behavior in higher dimensions. Therefore, in determining the best multipliers, one should conduct the search in two-dimensional spectral values first. Fig. 8 shows S 2 , S 3 and S 4 values for a 63-bit modulus: M = 9223372012704246017. Although its square root, A = 3037000496, is very good for a two-dimensional space and gives S 2 = 0.931 there, it causes a very small spectral value in dimensions above two. This fact can be observed from the graphs of S 3 and S 4 in Fig. 8 . The situation is similar for higher dimensions. But fortunately, the bad lattice range is very short. In the worst case, within a range of length about 2900, S 3 reaches values larger than 0.9. In higher dimensions, the range of bad lattices is negligible. As a result, we suggest searching around the square root of the modulus, where the spectral test value of the two-dimensional space reaches its maximum value and provides the most fertile search area.
An application to find 64-bit congruential generators
L'Ecuyer and Simard [15] conducted an exhaustive search for portable generators for three different prime modulus values implemented in 64-bit register size. Since all portable candidate multipliers reported by them failed the TestU01, they resorted to double-precision floating point multipliers and determined two recommendable multipliers. To the best of our knowledge, there are only few good congruential random number generators suitable for 64-bit computers and compilers. Moreover none of them are portable. Although there are many popular portable generators for 32-bit word-size, there is an increasing demand for 64-bits. Hence we took the prime modulus M = 2 63 − 25 and conducted a systematic search as described in Section 3, evaluating approximately 394 million multipliers between 3 146 410 910 and 3 539 938 125. Using the spectral test we examined dimensions from 2 to 6 and eliminated multipliers falling below the 90th percentiles of the corresponding dimensions. Hence, we were able to choose the best 10% multipliers for each dimension. Rather than using the fixed worst-case performance threshold S T , we considered percentiles for each dimension independently. As proved by Sezgin [12] , S T places greater emphasis on higher dimensions and neglects the most important part, the smaller dimensions. Instead of a single constant, we used the percentiles presented in Table 3 for assessing the performance of the multipliers. According to the table, a fixed threshold about S T = 0.768 will choose the best 1% multipliers in dimension 8, but will cause a deterioration in dimension 2, leading to the choice of multipliers below the upper 35% group. Almost all available multiplicative congruential generators fail extensive randomness tests in TestU01 irrespective of the modulus size. This may be due to the use of fixed thresholds in spectral test implementations.
By using percentile thresholds listed in Table 3 , we obtained 1087 portable generators, all above the 90th percentile. There were 504 generators all above the 95th percentiles of dimensions t = 2, . . . , 6. Of these 504 multipliers, we filtered 67 multipliers with very large spectral values in several dimensions. They were chosen based on the following criteria:
1. Falling above 97.5th percentiles in all dimensions, 2. or being within the best 1% group in three or more dimensions and not below the 95th percentiles in the remaining dimensions.
We subjected 32 of these 67 multipliers to the Crush and BigCrush test batteries of TestU01, and summarized the results as p-values in Table 4 according to the criteria of L'Ecuyer and Simard [15] . In the We must emphasize that the listed multipliers are only a small portion of good generators and by conducting TestU01 to the remaining multipliers, and using different filtering criteria it will be possible to obtain several good generators.
Although there are some 64-bit random number generators available, multiplicative congruential generators remain still popular due to their well-documented theory, ease of implementation and widespread applications in program packages. In Generators were implemented in C, compiled with gcc version 4.5.3, and run on an Intel Core i7 3.07 GHz CPU with 8.00 GB Ram under the 64-bit Professional Edition of the Windows 7 operating system. The time taken by 10 8 calls to the generator functions are presented in Table 5 . Our generator is faster than most of the present popular generators, including the Mersenne Twister. Table 5 shows that, our generator has excellent runtime characteristics in terms of speed, and since it behaves very well in stringent empirical statistical tests, it is recommendable for general use. Moreover, the LFSR258 and Mersenne Twister generators respectively fail 6 and 2 of the tests in the Crush and BigCrush test batteries of TestU01, whereas our generators pass all tests.
Results and future work
Finding high-quality multipliers is an essential part of developing multiplicative random number generators. The first step should be finding multipliers suitable for approximate factoring. For a modulus M and multiplier A, we define B = ⌊M/A⌋, where ⌊·⌋ is the floor function. Letting C = M − AB, approximate factoring can be used for obtaining portable generators if B − C > 0. We observed that all multipliers less than the square root of the modulus are portable. Above √ M, most of the time we may have B − C < 0. In this case, A must be replaced by ⌊M/B⌋. The last portable multiplier is ⌊M/2⌋.
After determining multipliers portable by approximate factoring, the second step is checking for the full-period condition. In the third step, the figure of merits obtained in the spectral test must be evaluated. The best spectral test results are obtained near √ M for a two-dimensional space. Although there is a bad lattice region for higher dimensional spaces near √ M, the length of the interval is negligibly short compared to the magnitude of the modulus. In this paper, we supplied some of the best percentile ranges for good multipliers.
As pointed out by L'Ecuyer and Simard [15] linear congruential generators with moduli up to 2 61 fail several tests in the stringent test package TestU01. As a future objective, the best portable random number generators could be investigated for other moduli of sizes 2 64 , 2 128 or larger. In these searches, portable full-period multipliers in the top 1% of a two-dimensional space may be determined, and their performance investigated in higher dimensions using the respective percentiles of these dimensions. We already presented 12 excellent portable generators suitable for 64-bit implementation. They passed all tests of TestU01 Crush and BigCrush tests successfully and can be used for demanding applications. We also plan to present a parallel application.
There is also a need to investigate congruential generators for moduli larger than 2 64 As another future extension of this research, one can work on the application of the search method for good multipliers for combined and large order Multiple Recursive Generators.
